
اقرأ باسم ربّك 

SURAH AT TARIQ
Recite in the Name of your Lord



Going through deep and penetrating situations 

Piercing into our hearts

Holes appearing in our souls

Dictating our reactions and behavior

What can I do? How can I distinguish between truth

and falsehood?
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ارِقِ
َّ
مَاءِ وَالط وَالسَّ

By the sky and the night comer

Allah swears by the sky and what latches onto it from the
stars
Piercing the sky with its shine, beauty and protection
O soul, we go through matters that pierce our heart
Affecting our behavior and reactions
But Allah has set angels to protect you from evil
Guarding your deeds and speech – good and bad
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ُ
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ْ
ل

َ
ف

So let man observe from what he was created.

O human, look at your creation and your start
Emerging from a hidden place
Between the backbone of man
And the chest of a woman
You are from a gushing liquid, reacting and dealing in a
certain way
The depths of the soul are like a deep well
You do not know what happened and what you went
through in the past
Dug into your subconscious 
O human, do not search for these secrets
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َ
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َّ
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Indeed, Allah, to return him [to life], is Able.
Allah brought you out from a gushing place
And He will bring you back for a great meeting
O human
Allah alone is able to bring this human back to his natural
disposition
And bring him back to his Lord on the Day of Judgement
Allah tests what lies secret within us
All that we go through is a test to bring out those secrets
Good secrets of belief and tawheed
Evil secrets of association and disobedience 
You will be unable to stop or prevent Him
You have no power to stop it
And no one to support you
So believe in the ability of Allah, to bring out any piercing within you
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جْعِ اتِ الرَّ
َ
مَاءِ ذ وَالسَّ

By the sky which returns [rain]

What is the way to return to safety and stop the holes?
O human, do not hesitate or despair
Allah swears by the lofty sky, always returning with rain
And so, the Nurturing of Allah returns to you
The signs and truth are brought down
The earth splits
The heart opens out of humility to Allah
Only because of a decisive statement
It is not a joke or humor
The Words of Allah and the Words of the Messenger (صلى الله عليه وسلم)
The high form of truth
Truth that will stop the piercings and holes
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يْدًا
َ

 ك
َ

ُ�مْ يَكِيدُون
َّ
إِن

Indeed, they are planning a plan,

The plots and plans continue
But do not fear or stop
Allah plans the best plan to show the truth
Do not be hasty
O human, do not plot or ignore the truth
Return to believing in Allah alone
And you will find His mercy and grace, at all times
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كَ  بِاسْمِ رَبِّ
ْ
رَأ

ْ
اق
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